
Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s

Each alien has 3 eyes. How many eyes are on each set of aliens below?
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Count in 3s

                                                                                                           

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 3 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 5 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 8 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 4 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 11 aliens?

                eyes

                eyes

                eyes

                eyes

                eyes

Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s
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Count in 3s

                                                                                                           

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 3 aliens?

             aliens have                eyes altogether.

How many eyes are on 5 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

How many eyes are on 8 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

             aliens have                eyes altogether.

             aliens have                eyes altogether.

Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s
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Challenge
There are 12 eyes altogether. How many aliens are there?  
Draw them below. 

How many eyes are on 4 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

How many eyes are on 11 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

             aliens have                eyes altogether.

             aliens have                eyes altogether.

Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s
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Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s Answers

6 eyes

18 eyes

30 eyes

9 eyes

21 eyes

33 eyes

12 eyes

24 eyes

36 eyes

15 eyes

27 eyes

Each alien has 3 eyes. How many eyes are on each set of aliens below?
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9 eyes

15 eyes

24 eyes

12 eyes

33 eyes

Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s Answers

Count in 3s

3       6       9      12      15     18      21      24      27      30      33      36

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 3 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 5 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 8 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 4 aliens?

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 11 aliens?
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Count in 3s

3       6       9      12      15     18      21      24      27      30      33      36

There are 3 eyes on each alien. How many eyes are on 3 aliens?

3 aliens have 9 eyes altogether.

Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s Answers

 How many eyes are on 5 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

 How many eyes are on 8 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

5 aliens have 15 eyes altogether.

8 aliens have 24 eyes altogether.
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Challenge
There are 12 eyes altogether. How many aliens are there?  
Draw them below. 

There are 4 aliens.

Introducing the 3 Times Table: 
Counting in 3s Answers

 How many eyes are on 4 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

 How many eyes are on 11 aliens? Draw the aliens below.

4 aliens have 12 eyes altogether.

11 aliens have 33 eyes altogether.
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